Simplify and automate enterprise
workloads that power your business
Organizations are turning to workload automation (WLA) solutions to meet job scheduling
and event management challenges that also satisfy business policy requirements. Endto-end automation solutions efficiently monitor, manage, and automate critical processes
and ultimately achieve operational cost savings.
For the largest K-12 school system in Washington State, workload automation reduced
IT costs—immediately delivering $100,000 in FTE savings. This alleviated program
funding challenges, which strengthened schools and improved student success.

Solution
CFS Consulting offers complete solutions to address your WLA initiatives from creating a
vision, to charting your course with specific value-added enhancement programs and
necessary best-practice training. Our projects have ranged from the straightforward
provision of technical resources to assist customers on a day-to-day basis, to the delivery
of complete Workload Automation turn-key solutions. Typical services include
requirements definition, Project Management, Implementation Services,
Migration/Upgrades, Health Checks, Training and, if needed, Staff retraining and
productivity enhancement.

Benefits
• Reduce the demand for people resources through management by
exception
• Eliminate multiple points of management across mainframe and distributed
system environments
• Reduce headcount and automate manual tasks
• Identify potential areas of concern and improve operations
• Improve flexibility to support business growth by moving from simple job
scheduling to workload and event-driven automation

Implementing Best Practices
CFS Consulting implements best practices on conversion and workload automation
solutions to minimize risk and maximum efficiency. We focus on achieving faster
time-to-value while meeting your automation goals. Our team works within your
specific project plan to deliver on time and on budget by carrying out the following
procedures:

• Review existing deployments and verify the inventory of external interfaces
and security configuration of existing scheduling product to BMC product
• Review the infrastructure and architecture of existing, or review and verify
planned, new scheduling and rerun/restart products
• Install and configure new scheduling and rerun/restart products as required,
also loading and running conversion utilities as required
• Verify job schedules in the new scheduling product using simulations and
comparisons
• Document configurations, solution maintenance plan and “lessons learned”
from the current conversion to be used in subsequent scheduling database
conversions
• Transfer knowledge to staff
• Prepare for, and then provide, support for production deployment of each
in-scope product database

Why CFS
• We’re solution experts, not software vendors.
• Our experts have over 20 years IT & WLA experience.
• We have the flexibility and skill set to customize every job.
• We’re experts at meeting regulatory compliance issues.
• We’re with you for the long haul.

Get Started
To learn more about the business benefits of an integrated workload automation
solution offered with minimal risk, contact us at 1.800.513.2957 or
info@cfsolutions-inc.com.

About Us
CFS Consulting delivers strategic Workload Automation (WLA) products, services and
solutions that deliver an enhanced return on technology investments enabling you to
simplify, integrate and monitor your critical business processes from an enterprise point of
view.
CFS Consulting also helps with regulatory compliance issues such as Sarbanes-Oxley
(SOX) and HIPAA, simplifying your Workload Automation systems. Our customers are
why we stand out from the competition and we boast an enviable and extensive track
record of success in developing and implementing solutions from BMC Software and
other vendors on behalf of diverse clients across a broad range of sectors.
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